
Many decades ago, in Discourse on Colonialism, Aimé Césaire drew atten-
tion to the ‘boomerang effect’ of imperialism. His account suggests that
the boomerang operates at two speeds. The fast boomerang returns as
soon as it is dispatched: the brutal dehumanisation to which the
colonised are subjected is immediately visited upon the coloniser, lead-
ing Césaire to the conclusion that ‘colonization … dehumanizes even
the most civilized man: that the colonizer, who in order to ease his con-
science gets into the habit of seeing the other man as an animal … tends
objectively to transform himself into an animal’.1 Césaire’s evidence for
this particular boomerang effect is drawn from French colonial atroci-
ties and provides a gallery of spectacular violence, a fitting home for
Kurtz’s violations of humanity. Césaire graphically outlines colonial acts
of mutilation, decapitation, ‘these burned houses, these Gothic inva-
sions, this steaming blood, these cities that evaporate at the edge of the
sword’ (p. 177).

It is this violent overseas dynamic, with its instantaneous impact upon
coloniser and colonised, that has formed the critical practice of colonial
discourse analysis.2 Conrad’s Kurtz supplies almost too neat an allegory
of this dynamic, whereby the coloniser effects his own animalisation. It is
worth recalling that Conrad himself considered Kurtz to fall into the trap
of excessive symbolism. Replying to Elsie Hueffer’s critique, Conrad in his
letter of 3 December 1902 ‘distinctly admits’ to ‘the fault of having made
Kurtz too symbolic or rather, symbolic at all’.3 Kurtz has proved so capti-
vating a symbol that the other components of the ‘imperial boomerang’
as Conrad presents them to us in his 1899 Heart of Darkness, have been
overlooked.

These other components rely, for Césaire, on the slower speed set by
transcontinental traffic to and from the metropole. Such boomeranging
takes longer, according to Césaire, and started earlier – he contends that
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22 Imperialism

a nation which colonizes … a civilization which justifies coloniza-
tion … is already a sick civilization, a civilization that is already
morally diseased, that irresistibly, progressing from one consequence
to another … calls for its Hitler, I mean its punishment. (p. 176)

The metropolitan rebound of this imperial boomerang, for Césaire, cul-
minated in fascism, a regime every bit as spectacular as the violence occur-
ring in the colonies.4

This historical trajectory calls for further critical attention – but it is not
my concern here. I want instead to take up an element of the boomerang
that Césaire’s formulations hint at but do not develop.5 The insidious
power of imperial regimes over their ‘home’ centres developed concur-
rently with the more sensational operations of overseas violence. As Heart
of Darkness indicates, within and across metropolitan everyday life, the
economic, political and cultural elements of imperialism reproduced
themselves in ways that were quiet,complex and apparently unspectacular.

I will outline here some of the ways in which late nineteenth-century
European imperialism inheres in the textures of daily labour and leisure
in Conrad’s novella. I will also suggest that the Company’s structures and
agents – including Kurtz – need to be reinterpreted through this impe-
rial metropolitan perspective. Ultimately what animates and controls 
the Company and Kurtz are urban corporate power, public opinion and
consumption.

I am proposing this reading of Heart of Darkness as a path-clearing
exercise for future critical and theoretical analyses of metropolitan impe-
rialism. This modest activity I justify on the grounds that it is precisely,
and only, through close reading that the full import of the interplay of the
metropolis and imperialism can be traced. Part of this text’s subtlety lies
in its depiction of colonialism’s casual inscription within the metropole.
The throwaway metaphors and similes, like the casually deployed mate-
rial objects of leisure, that litter this work, contain within them the seeds
of a comprehensive analysis. The challenge Conrad’s novella sets is to de-
casualise imperialism, expose its banality and recentre the metropole as
its primary agent.

(Re)Centring the narrative periphery: metropolitan England

The original narrative scene of the novella is of course the cruising yawl
The Nellie. Frequently overlooked by critics, the boat itself, its crew, their
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Tale of the city 23

activities and physical location all contribute mightily to the text’s com-
plex thematisation of the imperial metropole.6 The crew’s professional
occupations are directly implicated in the financial capitalism of the City
of London. But by placing the boat at a physical remove from the ‘mon-
strous city’ itself (which stands behind and 26 miles away), Conrad seems
equally to suggest and obscure a relationship between the two sites, their
respective means and ends of production. It is not easy to reduce the boat
and its constituents to a mere and simple allegory of the city itself. Such
reduction would indeed belong to the very (economic and narrative) con-
dition that this text is inclined to critique.

It is the first narrator, not Conrad, who proceeds upon a reductive cul-
tural logic that works to dehistoricise the meaning of ‘following the sea’,
fix a single, symbolic status for the Thames and reinforce normative
notions of professional subjectivity. This is clear in the narrator’s presen-
tation of the Director of Companies, whose role as captain host of the
Nellie is presented as one he plays with more nautical ‘authenticity’ and
‘typicality’ than can be ascribed to the one remaining seaman Marlow
himself. According to the narrator, the Director effectively monopolises
the whole terrain of maritime ‘representativeness’: ‘On the whole river
there was nothing that looked half so nautical’. Furthermore, ‘he resem-
bled a pilot, which to a seaman is trustworthiness personified’.7

Marlow is the only one among them who is still a professional sailor,
but he plays the part less well than the Director of Companies. His devi-
ation from typicality, for the narrator, rests in his physical and subjective
wanderlust, and his digressive, opaque methods of yarn telling. The nar-
rator’s conception of the essence of sailor centres on habit, stasis and nar-
rative transparency:

The worst that could be said of him was that he did not represent
his class. He was a seaman, but he was a wanderer, too, while most
seamen lead, if one may so express it, a sedentary life. Their minds
are of the stay-at-home order, and their home is always with them –
the ship; and so is their country – the sea. One ship is very much like
another, and the sea is always the same. In the immutability of their
surroundings the foreign shores, the foreign faces, the changing
immensity of life, glide past, veiled not by a sense of mystery but by
a slightly disdainful ignorance. (p. 63)

For the narrator, subjectivity is, or should be, a cognate of metropol-
itan profession. The text, in contrast, questions such essentialisation of
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24 Imperialism

professional subjectivity, introducing opacity where the narrator provides
transparency. The schematic presentation of the Nellie crew – their desig-
nation according to capitalised profession, rather than personal name –
might invite us to a purely allegorical interpretation, but it seems to me
that this is precisely what this text resists. It uses the devices of allegory to
invite structural and situational awareness.

There is, clearly, something highly symbolic in the fact that while the
professions of Director and Accountant do recur in the functionaries of
the Belgian Company, the profession of the Lawyer is conspicuously
absent from the Congo operations. The spatial arrangements of the crew’s
seating also suggest a symbolic charge. The Nellie’s Lawyer is elderly – and
had ‘because of his many years and many virtues, the only cushion on
deck, and was lying on the only rug’ (p. 61). That is, within the metro-
politan frame, the forces of law are officially venerated; there is no visible
agent of the law outside the metropole.

But the merely allegorical approach to reading metropolitan profes-
sionalism is more radically interrogated by the disparities that eventually
emerge between the Nellie’s Director and Accountant and their Company
counterparts. As sinister and significant as the mere fact of these roles’
repetition may be, the contrast in the performance and setting of the roles
is as important. The open responsibility assumed by the Nellie’s Director,
in checking his anchor, is not repeated in the behaviour of Company
director, closeted away behind several bureaux and ante rooms, who is
presented paradoxically as mere figurehead and font of material power. If
the Nellie’s Director is subject to the dictates of the river tide, the Belgian
Company Director is subject to the more subjective, human flows of
rumour, feminine influence, ‘reputation’ and investment in the execution
of his office. The Nellie’s Accountant is engaged in the preliminaries of a
game of dominoes. This aligns him with the aleatory properties of any
game – and contrasts sharply with the obsessive control of the Company
accountant over every aspect of his life, from shirt collars to the books
kept in ‘apple-pie’ order.

This is one of the ways Heart of Darkness problematises the notion
of human/allegorical representativeness; places symbolic and situational,
material modalities in tension; criticises an instrumental and formalist
reasoning that renders men mere personifications of their professional
functions while at the same time revealing the powerful material impact
such instrumentalisation has on subjectivity. This conceptual prob-
lematisation extends to the relationship between the processes of
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Tale of the city 25

metropolitan financial capitalism – the monstrous City – and the space
of maritime life and mercantile capitalism – the boat anchored near it
in the Thames.

The narrator, again, supplies us with a version of this relationship that
seeks to replace ‘relationship’ with ‘identity’, to constitute the Thames as a
transhistorical emblem of metropolitan England itself. The narrator’s
eulogy of the Thames has already received sophisticated critical attention
from Robert Hampson and Benita Parry, who emphasise the ways in
which the triumphalist tone and contents are undercut by his subtle inclu-
sion of sinister, illegitimate and failed elements of the naval project.8 I am
interested in pursuing a different track; I suggest that the very process of
this rhetorical twinning of affirmative and negative elements by the nar-
rator empties the Thames of active contradiction, just as it empties it of
historicity.

This is a strategy of ideological neutralisation that produces a static
not dynamic geography, reads the Thames as a stable referent, defined by
nation and service alone. This process also collapses the late nineteenth-
century operations of the City, their temporality and specificity, into a
dehistoricised space of mercantilism, just as it equates the men who cap-
tained ships (Francis Drake, John Franklin) with the ships themselves (the
Golden Hind, the Erebus, the Terror):

The old river in its broad reach rested unruffled at the decline of
day, after ages of good service done to the race that peopled its banks,
spread out in the tranquil dignity of a waterway leading to the utter-
most ends of the earth. We looked at the venerable stream not in
the vivid flush of a short day that comes and departs for ever, but
in the august light of abiding memories … The tidal current runs
to and fro in its unceasing service, crowded with memories of men
and ships it had borne to the rest of home or to the battles of the
sea. It had known and served all the men of whom the nation is
proud, from Sir Francis Drake to Sir John Franklin, knights all,
titled and untitled … It had borne all the ships whose names are
like jewels flashing in the night of time, from the Golden Hind
returning with her round flanks full of treasure … to the Erebus and
Terror, bound on other conquests – and that never returned … They
had sailed … the adventurers and the settlers; kings’ ships and the
ships of men on ‘Change; captains, admirals, the dark ‘interlopers’
of the Eastern trade, and the commissioned ‘generals’ of East India
fleets. (pp. 62–3)
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26 Imperialism

When Marlow follows this, he opens up the meaning of the Thames
that the narrator has attempted to close off from scrutiny and reflection.
Marlow’s speculations on the colonising experience of ancient Romans in
Briton travelling the Thames rescue the Thames from the mythic ahis-
toricism of the narrator and shift it into radical historicity. Marlow’s
imaginary Romans are, significantly, also highlighted as members of a
metropolitan, nepotistic bureaucracy. This reflects the text’s general if
overlooked concern with  bureaucracy and the way that it conditions mar-
itime employment:

Imagine the feelings of a commander of a fine – what d’ye call ’em?
– trireme in the Mediterranean, ordered suddenly to the north; run
overland across the Gauls in a hurry; put in charge of one of these
craft the legionaries – a wonderful lot of handy men they must have
been, too – used to build … And perhaps he was cheered by keep-
ing his eye on a chance of promotion to the fleet at Ravenna by-and-
by, or he had good friends in Rome and survived the awful climate.
Or think of a decent young citizen in a toga – perhaps too much dice,
you know – coming out here in the train of some prefect, or tax-
gatherer, or trader even, to mend his fortunes. (pp. 64–5)

The text works consistently against the homologising tendencies of
the narrator, just as it works against the narrator’s formalist passion for
deducing meaning from twinning. While the Roman employment struc-
ture prefigures that of the Belgian Company, it does not exactly replicate
it, just as the Nellie’s Director and Accountant prefigure but do not equal
the later manifestations of Directors and Accountants. The Thames and
the Congo resemble but are not interchangeable with one another.
Instead, the novella insists on relatedness while laying down the challenge
for readers to reflect on the nature of the relation.

I have emphasised how, in its thematisation of the metropolis, Heart
of Darkness devalues the symbolic in favour of the situational, the con-
crete and particular; interrogates an allegorical view of metropolitan pro-
fessional subjectivity. But Conrad’s text also supplies a critique of the ways
in which that metropolitan culture, and economy, is so totally yet casually
involved in the process of imperialism. The assault on this imperial
inscription begins with the very notion of ‘leisure’. The dominoes with
which the ‘crew’ plan to while away their time, for example, are made of
ivory, though, pointedly, the narrator prefers to designate them by their
slang term ‘bones’.
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Tale of the city 27

The keys of the Intended’s piano/sarcophagus are also, one must
assume, made of ivory. It is interesting that Conrad chose to make ivory
rather than rubber the object of imperial energy in the Congo. While in
reality both substances were commercially extracted, the text focuses
exclusively on ivory: the advantage is not only to Conrad’s colour coding,
but also to his theme of metropolitan leisure. The emphasis on ivory rein-
forces the exploitative decadence of this metropolitan leisure. in a way
that the more utilitarian rubber would not.

The men’s idea of leisure is to reoccupy a former work place, a boat.
Bourgeois  leisure effectively replicates labour here – which is not only a
pointed irony, but also part of a running commentary on the way the
structures of imperialism operate. If the processes of maritime expansion
facilitate ivory-derived leisure pursuits such as dominoes and piano play-
ing, these processes also exert a powerful control over metropolitan sub-
jectivities. This results in a conception of leisure that is indistinguishable
from that of work: self-objectification proves to feature as much in play
as in labour.

The domain of imperialism extends as powerfully, and apparently
casually, to the arena of unemployment. As does the text’s interrogation.
The throwaway remarks made by Marlow regarding his period of invol-
untary unemployment are actually elements of a critical discourse that is
sustained throughout the novella. Marlow characterises this period in
strikingly imperial language: ‘I was loafing about, hindering you fellows
in your work, and invading your homes, just as though I had got a heav-
enly mission to civilise you’ (p. 66). This ideologically saturated reference
carefully anticipates two of the major themes of his Congo experience.
One is European imperialism as an unproductive waiting game (my
choice of ‘game’ is deliberate here). Stuck in the Central Station, Marlow
waits around for his rivets; the pilgrims wait around for a posting to a sta-
tion where they can collect ivory; the brickmaker waits around for bricks.

And, of course, Marlow’s statement initiates the motif of imperialism
as a violent destruction of African settlements and modes of production.
But the statement also literally, if elliptically, implicates volatile structures
of employment in metropolitan destabilisation. There is a serious under-
tone to the text’s suggestion that unemployed threaten metropolitan ‘civil
society’, passing on to it the social disruption that their unemployment
has forced on to them.

In Heart of Darkness’s opening account of the British metropolis, we
are presented with a double structure, then: the metropole serves as the
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28 Imperialism

cause of overseas expansionism, and as a loosely microcosmic space in
which the dynamics of colonisation are prefigured in a parodic and casual
form. Metropolitan ‘private’, ‘social’ and ‘leisure’ space is subject to an
inverted ‘invasion’ by overseas practices of labour and domination, mock-
ingly turned into a virtual masquerade, an imperial simulation which is
all the more serious for the apparent lightheartedness of its irony.

Auditing the company: labour, bureaucracy and consumerism

If Heart of Darkness thus invites us to re-think the relations between met-
ropolitan ‘play’ and imperial ‘reality’, between the pursuits of leisure and
the ‘serious’ ‘labour’ of overseas colonial enterprise, it also invites us to
rethink the relationship between freely given and forced labour, within
both the metropole and the colony. The book’s most graphic examples of
‘unfree’, slave labour masquerading as capitalist waged labour occur, of
course, in the Company’s treatment of African workers – not only those
who die in the Grove of Death, but also those who are employed to work
on Marlow’s boat. The conditions of their labour are shown to be any-
thing but free, trapped as they are on a boat, paid in a useless currency and
deprived of the opportunity for basic subsistence. This is compounded by
the failure of the boat to stop at ‘food stations’.

Marlow’s own employment circumstances also destabilise the bound-
ary between free and forced labour. There are similarites between
Marlow’s metropolitan situation and that of African workers in the
Congo. Marlow has been driven to this job in desperation. Though he has
been looking long and hard for a posting to a ship,‘the ships wouldn’t even
look at me’ (p. 66). Subtly the text hints that Marlow’s plight belongs to a
shift from mercantile to imperial capitalism, the narrowing of employ-
ment opportunities linked to the advent of the (for Conrad, decadent)
Age of Empire with its increase in monopolies and cartels. This is simul-
taneously a decline to a professional administrative system structured
upon multiple mediation and nepotism.

Feminisation runs through this organisational logic. Marlow has to
turn to ‘the women’ of the family to procure his work, just as it is the
female secretaries of the Company that are stationed to mediate his insti-
tutionalisation. For Marlow, this bureaucracy is nothing less than emas-
culating. For Conrad too it seems, the degenerate new times is expressed
in instrumentalisation and apparent empowerment of women. The
mournful secretary of the waiting room has the power to conjure up the
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Tale of the city 29

Director from nothing. Conrad’s impressionist style heavily pronounced
in this scene.9 In it, the spatial boundaries that clearly distinguish the
outer room, with its two receptionist furies, from the waiting room with
its sad clerk, are dissolved. The boss – described, significantly, as ‘an
impression’ – instead emerges from the more physically embodied 
secretary herself.

If feminisation is one aspect of corporatism, reification is another.
The Brussels scenes of Marlow’s employment provide variations on a
theme of commodity fetishism: the objectification of labouring humans
accompanied by the animation of objects. The two-dimensional, cartoon
Company Director contrasts with the ‘heavy writing desk’ that, Marlow
tells us, ‘squatted’ in the middle of the room (p. 69). The desk not only
occupies more bulk but also is invested with more energy than the
Director. In keeping with the logic of commodity fetishism, Conrad’s fig-
urative language takes on material properties. The boss’s actual hand-
shake with Marlow is indistinct, but the boss’s metaphorical grip on
millions could not be more concrete:

He was five feet six, I should judge, and had his grip on the handle-
end of ever so many millions. He shook hands, I fancy, murmured
vaguely, was satisfied with my French, bon voyage.

In about forty-five seconds I found myself again in the waiting-
room with the compassionate secretary, who, full of desolation and
sympathy, made me sign some document. (p. 70)

The eugenic components of imperial enterprises at ‘home’ as well as
‘abroad’ are referenced when the Company doctor measures Marlow’s
skull and asks him if insanity runs in his family.10 The socially undesirable,
such as the insane, and criminals, are exported abroad as a safety measure,
for the health of the nation – and to perpetuate colonial expansionism.

This time round, Empire is clearly farce, as shown in Conrad’s allu-
sions to classical culture. Contemporary Brussels becomes a political for-
mation that sustains the cruelty but not the achievements of the ancient
Greek and Roman worlds. Take Marlow’s figurative self-designation as a
Roman gladiator. It is to the ‘old knitter of black wool’, the secretary, that
he remarks ‘morituri te salutant’, that is, ‘those who are about to die salute
you’, the gladiators’ salutation of their emperor (p. 70). While the recep-
tionist is stationed as farcical proxy for the imperial Caesar, the clerk with
whom Marlow drinks becomes a farcical proxy of Plato, someone who
reduces the ancient to a form rather than a producer of knowledge. The
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30 Imperialism

clerk glorifies the Company but in reply to Marlow’s surprise on his ‘not
going out there’ says ‘I am not such a fool as I look, quoth Plato to his dis-
ciples’, a fictitious citation (p. 70).

Marlow’s gladiatorial ventriloquism is playful. But the material con-
sequences of his Company hire are hardly less serious than those that
faced gladiators: death, in the course of providing entertainment for a
desensitised metropolitan population and its emperor. As we see graphi-
cally later, on and off the coast of Africa, European employees keep dying
off, from disease or attack, about as disposable for the metropolitan
administrations that hire them as the African workers themselves.

Marlow’s initial Company experiences clearly situate him as an object
of metropolitan imperial science, leisure and exploitation. But equally, the
text presents Marlow as a free agent, the self-indulgent beneficiary of a
nepotistic system. Self-indulgent, because his choice of the Congo derives
from a residual juvenile hankering for Africa, reactivated by catching sight
of an African map in a shop window. Crucially, the image of Africa pres-
ents itself to him as a purchasable commodity, one that commands an
enchanting aura.11 The dynamics of this commodity fetishism are quite
complex. The Congo is mediated through its representation on the map,
which is mediated through the glass window. Marlow transforms the river
into a snake that charms him, and he in turn becomes a ‘silly little bird’
(p. 67). Marlow’s own consuming desire is projected on to the object of
his gaze; he becomes the imaginary object of consumption. He fetishises
both Africa and the image of himself as a consumer.

Marlow’s choice is not only that of the desperate unemployed, then,
but that of the greedy consumer. The pursuit of his boyhood fantasy is,
inevitably, infantilising; Marlow has to compromise his adult autonomy
and become in effect the simulated boy of his fantasy, turning to his aunt
for assistance in this. And in exchange for this assistance, he has to take on
the burden of his aunt’s missionary fantasies; this is one of the costs of his
self-commodification.

This takes us back to Césaire’s thesis of the ‘already sick civilisation’.
The text invites readers to search out the source of this imperial sick-
ness, but denies them the easy origin of a singular individual or spatial
location. Marlow’s family, for instance, is implicated in the ‘disease’ long
before Marlow’s aunt uses her influence. For their move from England
to Belgium, was itself, Marlow explains, motivated by the desire to cap-
italise on the low cost of living there: ‘You understand it was a
Continental concern, that Trading society; but I have a lot of relations
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Tale of the city 31

living on the Continent, because it’s cheap and not so nasty as it looks,
they say’ (p. 67). This is a crass expression of English penny-pinching,
in which Conrad suggests that contemporary imperialism needs to be
understood as having an inter-European as well as an overseas dynamic.

Marlow’s family have, in effect, performed a version of ‘endo-
colonisation’ (internal colonisation), which indicates the ease with which
some English metropolitans could view mainland Europe as an avail-
able colonial site. This novella thus extends the representation of met-
ropolitan imperialism by giving both a continental and a national
account. The continental perspective unifies European metropoles: they
share capitalist consumption and professional structures of employ-
ment. Accordingly, nationalities vanish as soon as Marlow reaches the
outer station of the Company. There and in the Central Station subjects
are referred to not as members of countries but only according to their
professional occupation.

In the ‘heart’ of the Congo’s ivory country, however, singular pan-
European identity dissolves because when it comes to colonial capital
accumulation, different European countries have unequal access and suc-
cess. Nationalities recommence as soon as Marlow approaches the inte-
rior where Kurtz languishes: allusions are made to Russian, English,
French, Dutch representatives. That is, metropolitan identities re-emerge
through intra-European competition for resources. Belgium and England
are both contributors to the project of overseas acquisition, but they do
not benefit in identical ways and do not enter the competition from the
same position of material advantage.

That Belgium was relatively poor compared to Britain encourages the
likes of Marlow’s family to relocate there in a quasi-colonial gesture. It also
served, as Eric Hobsbawm remarks, to intensify its own ‘need’ for colonial
expansion:

the drive for colonies seems to have been proportionately stronger
ineconomically less dynamic metropolitan countries, where it served
to some extent as a potential compensation for their economic and
political inferiority to their rivals … the new colonialism was a by-
product of an era of economic-political rivalry between competing
national economies.12

What Raymond Williams refers to as ‘the miscellaneity of the metrop-
olis’, then, informs the novella as much as the European metropole’s 
uniformity.13
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The metropolis in Africa

I have argued that Heart of Darkness sets up the imperial metropolis in
both a dominatory and loosely prefigurative narrative relationship with
the colony. That Conrad wanted to encourage his metropolitan readers to
perceive the relationship as a complex one is suggested by his removal of
the manuscript account of the colonial hotel, government and tram
line.14 The excised passage is interesting for the way it presents colonial
government administration as an unmediated miniature version of met-
ropolitanism, simply transplanted. The final publication makes but pass-
ing reference to this part of Marlow’s journey: ‘It was upward of 30 days
before I saw the mouth of the big river. We anchored off the seat of gov-
ernment. But my work would not begin till some 200 miles farther on. So
as soon as I could I made a start for a place 30 miles higher up’ (p. 75).
The manuscript however interrupts the sequence ‘we anchored off the
seat of government. But my work would not begin’ in order to give a
detailed account of this governmental seat:

I had heard enough in Europe about its advanced state of civilisa-
tion: the papers, nay the very paper vendors in the sepulchral city
were boasting about the steam tramway and the hotel – especially
the hotel. I beheld that wonder. It was like a symbol at the gate. It
stood alone, a grey high cube of iron with two tiers of galleries out-
side towering above one of those ominous-looking foreshores you
come upon at home in out-of-way places where refuse is thrown out.
(p. 239; emphasis added) 

Marlow becomes yet more explicit, and judgemental, about the links
between metropolis and colony when he describes meal times – ‘the whole
government with the exception of the governor general’ descends 

from the hill to be fed by contract … I was astonished at their
number. An air of weary bewilderment at finding themselves where
they were sat upon all their faces and in their demeanour they pre-
tended to take themselves seriously just as the greasy and dingy place
that was like one of those infamous eating shops you find near the slums
of cities, where everything is suspicious, the linen, the crockery, the
food, the owner, the patrons, pretended to be a sign of progress; as
the enormous baobab on the barren top of the hill amongst the gov-
ernment buildings, soldier’s huts, wooden shanties, corrugated iron
hovels, soared, spread out a maze of denuded boughs as though it
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had been a shade giving tree, as ghastly as a skeleton that posturing
in showy attitudes would pretend to be, a man.

I was glad to think my work only began two hundred miles away
from there. I could not be too far away from that comedy of light at
the door of darkness. (pp. 239–40)

By removing this passage, Conrad removes the concrete presence of
Belgian government from Africa.15 The absence of any mediating human
officers allows an exclusive focus on the economic power of the Company
itself, the relations between its headquarters and its Congo stations, its
structures and its agents. Conrad’s excision of the government seat is con-
sistent with his minimisation of the Belgian military presence. Each trad-
ing station was in reality also a military base; Africans were forced into
becoming soldiers who were made to implement barbaric methods of
rubber and ivory extraction.16

It is significant that Conrad should reduce the military presence to
remote posts ‘300 miles away’from the Company’s own trading stations.By
constructing the Company here as an economic structure unattached to
any national government, Conrad again implicates his British readers in
general accountability for African atrocities. The excision of this passage
further assists Conrad in highlighting the disastrous nature of infrastruc-
tural ‘development’.However pathetic they may be,the constructions of the
‘hotel’and ‘tramway’in this excised passage mitigate Conrad’s emphasis on
the pure destructiveness of modernisation within this African context.

The removal of human features of government is more than a com-
mentary on the proportions of government to private corporations. It is, I
suggest, a commentary on the non-transposability of any version of col-
lective metropolitan life itself. Even in its degraded, parodic, greasy spoon
or garbage dump form,the metropole becomes here something that can be
viably (if sordidly) reconstituted as a social structure in Africa. The final
version provides no stable colonial infrastructure; there is no settlement,
only asocial isolated Company office bearers remotely stationed in the
interior.Conrad’s downsizing is striking.The Marlow of this removed pas-
sage is ‘astonished at their number’, a huge mass of bureaucrats. The sub-
stitution of this mass with a series of individual specimens places a
spotlight on their internecine competitiveness and their duplicitous rela-
tionship with the metropolitan headquarters; the Company’s internal
organisation can be shown to disintegrate under the atomising violence
and accumulative drive that it imposes on Africans.
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In probing the meaning of the metropole in this text, it is important to
recognise how much both the Company administration and the 
metropolitan public continue to maintain considerable power over their
colonial employees. Kurtz’s explanation of the key to metropolitan recog-
nition contains the throwaway insight: ‘You show them you have in you
something that is really profitable, and then there will be no limits to the
recognition of your ability, he would say. Of course you must take care of
the motives – right motives – always’ (p. 138; emphasis added). The met-
ropolitan Company is permanently stationed to receive all the economic
profits of its colonial production. Though Kurtz can and does present the
Company with an invoice, there is nothing to suggest he ever gets paid:

This lot of ivory now is really mine. The Company did not pay for
it. I collected it myself at a very great personal risk. I am afraid they
will try to claim it as theirs though. H’m. It is a difficult case. What
do you think I ought to do – resist? Eh? I want no more than justice.
(p. 144)

Kurtz’s profitability, I am arguing, consists not only in the quantities
of ivory he collects, but also in the idealism he peddles. As one of the new
‘gang of virtue’ he has been brought in over the heads of the Central
Station manager and brickmaker precisely because of the political and
economic value that this virtuous idealism supplies to the Company. Such
idealism purchases not only female public metropolitan support (witness,
Marlow’s aunt) but also, presumably, investment (from the husbands of
the idealistic women). A feminised metropolitan public opinion pro-
duces, through society gossip and rumour, the high moral reputation of
a Kurtz, or a Marlow that in turn facilitates the nepotistic advancement
through the Company of these individuals.

Marlow’s account of Kurtz’s degeneration may seem to support a
binary polarity between the metropolitan and the primitive. But I want to
argue the opposite. Kurtz has not ‘gone native’ to the extent that he rejects
a monetary economy and pursues only naked power and/or unspeakable
rites for themselves. As much as Kurtz hungers for ivory, he hungers for
metropolitan recognition, and status. Some time before Marlow utters his
more famous Lie, to Kurtz’s Intended, he soothes the delirious Kurtz with
the decidedly questionable assertion that ‘your success in Europe is
assured in any case’ (p. 135).

The dying Kurtz can think of nothing but the metropole, in fact,
dreaming of a return journey in which kings meet him at railway stations.
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Kurtz’s images of wealth and fame significantly include ‘my ideas’ along
with ‘My Intended’, ‘my station’, ‘my career’:

The wastes of his weary brain were haunted by shadowy images now
– images of wealth and fame revolving obsequiously round his unex-
tinguishable gift of noble and lofty expression. My Intended, my sta-
tion, my career, my ideas – these were the subjects for the occasional
utterances of elevated sentiments. The shade of the original Kurtz
frequented the bedside of the hollow sham … that soul satiated with
primitive emotions, avid of lying fame, of sham distinction, of all the
appearances of success and power. (pp. 137–8)

Literary criticism should not (although it frequently does) siphon off the
‘ideas’ from the materialism they are actually associated with here. And
these possessive metropolitan appetites are precisely the primitive emo-
tions that consume Kurtz and claim his rhetorical gift.

All Europe, as we know, has contributed to the making of Kurtz. The
contribution is not merely genetic or national, but metropolitan and
structural: he has been obliged to turn to a colonial life to amass the wealth
and forge the career that will allow him to marry his Intended. In other
words, the social forces that drive this impoverished son out of the metro-
pole are the same that make him desire re-entry, to his dying moment.

Rethinking the sepulchral city

I have suggested that, if Conrad’s text is critical of the material structures
of imperial capitalism, it also criticises their susceptibility to a feminised
public opinion based on idealist liberal humanitarianism. It hints at met-
ropolitan irresponsibility in delegating control over production to private
corporations which are themselves structured upon delegated overseas
control, secretaries and nepotism. The text also displays a rather elitist
tendency to detest bourgeois and petty-bourgeois metropolitan subjects
less for the barbaric exploitation and domination they sanction but –
somewhat like Eliot in The Waste Land – for their social conformism, psy-
chological superficiality and existential inauthenticity.17 This locates the
‘deathliness’ of metropolitan life as a metaphysical condition, which, in
the case of Eliot, can be overcome through collective surrender to a mythic
authoritarianism.

I want to suggest, however, that Conrad’s attack on mediocrity is never
far from the materialist sensitivity I have outlined above. It systematically
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connects the existential with the economic, the interior with external dis-
ciplinary regimes. The ‘deathliness’ that pervades the ‘sepulchral city’ is
product equally of the living dead – the inhabitants of Brussels – and of
the dead Africans killed by the Company in the Congo. The existential
snobbery of Eliot is actually embodied in the tenets of Marlow, and as
such is subverted by the language of the text itself. Marlow’s presentation
of metropolitan insularity is challenged by the very figures he selects to
illustrate the insularity: the butcher, the policeman and darkness itself.
While Marlow suggests that his Nellie crew are prevented by their urban
institutions from comprehending African ‘horrors’, the text underscores
the structural linkage of those same institutions to the Congo.

These institutions surface when an irritated Marlow defends himself
against the charges of absurdity made by his leisure crew:‘This is the worst
of trying to tell … Here you all are, each moored with two good addresses,
like a hulk with two anchors, a butcher round one corner, a policeman
round another, excellent appetites, and temperature normal’ (p. 114).
They recur soon afterwards, with the new figure of the neighbour added
to the urban gallery:

You can’t understand. How could you? – with solid pavement under
your feet, surrounded by kind neighbours ready to cheer you or to
fall on you, stepping delicately between the butcher and the police-
man, in the holy terror of scandal and gallows and lunatic asylums
– how can you imagine what particular region of the first ages a
man’s untrammelled feet may take him into by the way of solitude
– utter solitude without a policeman. (p. 115)

Ultimately, suggests this text, there may be nothing more than petty
convention to distinguish sanctioned ‘butchery’ from illicit, or the ‘law of
the city’ from ‘the law of the jungle’. ‘The butcher’ and ‘the policeman’, like
‘the neighbour’, are vitally connected to the ‘unspeakable’ activities per-
formed by Kurtz in the solitude of the ‘wilderness’. It is no accident that
the leader of the Eldorado Exploring Expedition is described as resem-
bling ‘a butcher in a poor neighbourhood’ (p. 94). The neighbour whose
good opinion and respectability inhibit unlawful violence and reinforce
conformity is, ironically, one cause of Kurtz’s transgression. The quest for
neighbourly reputation and social approval prompts Kurtz’s mission
overseas, justifies his brutal capital accumulation and remains the ulti-
mate focus of his deathbed aspirations. And despite Marlow’s contention
that there was nothing ‘exactly profitable’ in the human heads decorating
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Kurtz’s residence, the reverse is true: the profit lies in the rule of terror that
such heads facilitate. It is a similar rule of terror, Conrad suggests, that
dominates the heart of the metropolis: terror of ‘scandal … gallows …
lunatic asylums …’.

This reading suggests the intensity of the task that awaits postcolonial
critical work on metropolitan imperialism.18 This can be further fed by
developments in materialist cultural studies and cultural geography
which take ‘the every day life of modernity’ as their focus, and include the
work of Michel de Certeau, David Harvey, Henri Lefebvre, and Edward
Soja. By looking in more detail at the ways this text engages issues of reifi-
cation, bureaucracy and corporatism, we can better situate the metropole
itself as Conrad’s ‘Heart of Darkness’.
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